The Known Stranger: Supporting Conversations between Strangers with Personalized Topic Suggestions
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ABSTRACT

Striking up a good conversation with new acquaintances is often difficult. In this paper we introduce a system that uses a ranking recommendation algorithm to generate real-time personalized topic suggestions during a conversation. The system then delivers the suggestions via Google Glass. We conducted a study with 38 pairs of strangers, who received such suggestions while conversing with a person they met for the first time. Participants found the suggestions to be helpful, but only at the right moments, and for certain types of speakers. Our results contribute to the understanding of how communication interventions influence people’s experience and behaviors, and enhance interpersonal interactions. Our study also presents design implications for applications on wearable devices to facilitate conversations between strangers.
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INTRODUCTION

Meeting new people and making new friends is an important part of everyday life. Pleasant interaction with friends helps relieve stress and reduce feelings of loneliness [27]. Casual acquaintances or weak social ties can provide resources for various tasks such as job hunting, information searching, or expanding one’s social network [8]. The first conversation with a new acquaintance is crucial for the establishment of a relationship [21]. However, maintaining a good first conversation with a stranger after the ice-breaking phase is often difficult.

Various studies have investigated how technologies could improve social interactions between strangers or casual acquaintances. Social games such as FishPong [30] or Table Tilt [17] are expected to encourage spontaneous social interaction among coffeehouse patrons and academic conference attendees. These games, however, were not designed to enhance the conversational experience beyond the ice-breaking phase. McCarthy [11] introduced a system that displayed suggestions for conversation when two coworkers approached the system. In this study, we introduced a new technique to help strangers have engaging first conversations. Strangers who share little common knowledge about each other often have difficulties finding good topics for discussion [22]. Our goal was to explore if unobtrusively providing personalized suggestions to collocutors about what to discuss in their first conversation will improve their experience. Towards this goal, we conducted a study with 38 pairs of strangers where a background system delivers potential conversation topics of mutual interest to the participants during a face-to-face conversation. The system collects preferred topics of discussion from participants a priori and uses techniques in recommender systems to determine a list of conversation topics that would be of interest to both parties. We studied how often participants used the suggestions, how the suggestion impacted the nature of the conversation and how participants perceived the quality of the conversation compared to having no suggestions. We found that suggestions improved conversation experience but only when delivered at the right time. Our results contribute to the understanding of how communication interventions and wearable technologies can enhance interpersonal interactions, and has design implications for systems to facilitate conversations between strangers.

RELATED WORK

How strangers converse

Previous studies have analyzed how two strangers develop conversational topics during the first encounter. Initiating conversation with a stranger involves taking certain risks. Speakers do not want to appear impolite, offensive, or intrusive [22]. Therefore, they tend to start with neutral, non-threatening, safe topics such as the weather, or topics derived from known common contexts [22, 7]. These “setting topics” [22, p. 240] however can only serve as a transition step to deeper, extended conversations. They do not contribute much to familiarity, and are often quickly exhausted, or abandoned [22].
Successful transition steps with the “setting topics” enables strangers to escalate from exchanging non-intimate content (e.g. name, job, hometown, etc.) to highly intimate information on a broader range of topics (e.g. romantic relationships, sexual orientation, etc.), which Svennevig called “encyclopedic topics” [22, p. 240]. Such extended self-disclosure is the key to relationship development [1]. Various studies demonstrated that disclosure of personally relevant information, thoughts and feelings facilitates understanding, increase liking, and invite reciprocation between conversation partners [1]. But if the transition steps are not successful, the conversation becomes non-rewarding and relationships cannot develop further.

During the transition from “setting topics” to “encyclopedic topics”, speakers use the personal information they obtain about each other to compute which topics are rewarding and which are not [22]. For two strangers in their first meeting, finding rewarding topics is difficult [22]. One reason for such difficulty is the lack of information about the partners’ topic preferences [22]. Various studies suggest that common ground, which is the shared knowledge between two speakers, is important for maintaining the content and flow of a conversation [4]. Clark et al. [5] stated that two people could not even begin to coordinate on the content of their conversation without assuming some common ground between them. Yuan et al. [31] found that lack of common ground was among the factors preventing non-native English speakers at an American institution from engaging in informal conversations with native English speakers. Without knowledge about the partners’ interests, speakers cannot predict the partners’ reactions to different topics in order to choose what to say or ask [7, 8]. On the other hand, speakers may not have a good response to, or lack knowledge and interest to follow a topic that the partners suggest [22]. The lack of relationship between strangers prevents them from too much self-disclosure, thus shortening their engagement on certain topics [7, 22].

Facilitating conversation between strangers
Social games like FishPong [30] and Table Tilt [17] aim to encourage spontaneous interaction with strangers at coffee shops or conferences. However, these systems are not designed to influence the conversations content. McCarthy developed GroupCast [11], a display in public areas to support conversations among people who passed by it by showing their mutual interests. However, suggestions from GroupCast might not be personalized to the preferences of each speaker. Furthermore, how suggestions affect the conversations between strangers was not evaluated.

We extend previous work to support conversation between strangers by providing suggestions that are personalized at both the individual level and pair level. To go beyond the ‘setting topics’, we collected information about the speaker’s interests, expertise, hobbies, and other personal details with their consent, and applied recommendation techniques to extract their preferences for conversation topics, and generate suggestions that they are most likely to use.

Developing topics for conversations
To foster rewarding first conversations beyond the initial ice-breaking phase, strangers need information about each other’s interests and preferences for “encyclopedic topics”. Svennevig proposed that knowing areas of common expertise or interest may have strong affiliative effects, as it helps speakers establish extended common ground, and contributes to emotional bonding through common involvement in the discussion [22]. In this study we design a way to help strangers know about each other’s interests to find engaging conversation topics.

Rhodes [19] proposed a system design called Remembrance Agent, which retrieved relevant information and delivered it to users. Our system design is similar to Remembrance Agent, except we use recommender systems techniques to generate a list of recommendations for a pair of strangers.

Recommender systems research shows that understanding user interests and providing viable suggestions successfully assists users in their daily tasks. These tasks range from individual level tasks (such as finding articles to read [18] or movies to watch [25]) to group level ones, such as forming a community of the same interests or building relationships on Twitter [9]). Public digital information, made available today by various online networking services, can be harnessed to extract user interests and preferences implicitly. For example, Hannon et al. [9] used tweets to infer user preferences, and subsequently were able to recommend other users they should follow. User interests and preferences can also be extracted explicitly. Nguyen et al. [13] showed that enhanced rating interfaces could improve suggestion quality. Using techniques found in recommendation system research, we generate a list of viable suggestions tuned to the preferences of both speakers (as a pair) to support first conversations.

THE CURRENT STUDY
To understand how topic suggestions during a first conversation between two strangers may help improve the strangers’ communication experience, we conducted a study examining the following three research questions:

RQ1. How useful do strangers talking to each other for the first time perceive the topic suggestions to be?

RQ2. How do suggestions affect the conversational experience (regardless of whether participants use the suggestions)?

RQ3: How do participants use the suggestions they receive? Does the number of suggestions used impact the conversation experiences between these participants?

Conversation experience was measured in terms of self-reported ‘liking’ of the conversation, number of silences during the conversation, perceived quality of the conversation and feeling of closeness and connection with
their partner at the end of the conversation. We expect that the personalized suggestions for each participant and each pair will have positive effects on their conversations.

METHOD
We conducted a lab experiment with 38 pairs of strangers. The manipulation is the presence (or lack thereof) of topic suggestions. Each pair conversed for a total of 30 minutes, divided into two 15-minute conversation sessions. During one of the two 15-minute sessions, both participants in the pair received topic suggestions. In the other session, neither of the participants received suggestions. The order in which participants received suggestions was counterbalanced. 20 participants received suggestions was counterbalanced. 20 pairs received suggestions in the first session, 18 pairs received suggestions in the second session. When suggestions were delivered, participants were told that it was up to them to use the suggestions as conversation topics or ignore if not useful or desired.

Participants
41 pairs of English speaking participants (55 males, 31 females, aged 15 to 58, average age 27) who did not know each other were recruited for the study using a corporate recruiting service and word of mouth.

Materials
Website to collect information about participants
A pilot study with 4 participants showed that when talking to strangers, people tend to talk about six areas: 1) their interests and hobbies, 2) jobs, 3) schools, 4) skills, 5) spoken languages, and 6) cities they visited or wished to visit. Prior to the experiment, we built a website to collect public data regarding jobs, schools, skills, languages, which are available in their LinkedIn profile. Participants were also asked to fill out a personal information questionnaire about their hobbies, favorite cities and personalities.

Algorithm to generate suggestions
We built a ranking recommendation algorithm to generate personalized suggestions that would be of mutual interests to both participants, or of the interests of each participant in the pair. Thus, the suggestions that were ranked highest were shown first.

First, based on the information we collected about each participant from the website, we generated a list of words or phrases as topic suggestions. We then classified the suggestions into the six aforementioned areas. For each pair of participants, based on how comfortable both participants were with each area of conversation topics, we computed a score representing how likely the pair would use each suggestion. If a suggestion is common to both participants (e.g., a mutual interest or hobby), then this score is the product of the topic preference scores of both participants. Otherwise, we performed a greedy search using Stanford’s NLP library [10] and the WordNet Similarity with WUP [28] semantic relatedness score to find the topics of conversation both participants wanted to discuss. The score is then computed as the product of the value returned by the greedy search and the topic preference scores. Suggestions with zeros score are discarded. Finally, we manually checked the list of suggestions for each pair and removed all meaningless suggestions (such as stop words).

Delivering suggestions
To avoid interfering with the natural interactions between participants, suggestions are delivered as subtly as possible. Prior research has suggested that dyads in face-to-face conversations are able to process information subtly if delivered visually around the direction of eye gaze [15]. Thus, we used Google Glass to deliver suggestions while keeping the interference with natural eye contact to a minimum. Moreover, the Google Glass screen is only viewable by the participant wearing it. Thus we could avoid revealing the occurrence or content of suggestions to their partners. Participants could also discretely ignore or take suggestions. Figure 1 shows how the suggestions appear on Google Glass screen from the point of view of the participant wearing it.

Figure 1. A participant saw at most three suggestions via the Google Glass screen.

Figure 2. Participants wore Google Glasses with some suggestions on the screen.

1 3 pairs were removed from the analyses due to technical problems
2 with participant consent
3 http://wn-similarity.sourceforge.net/
4 We also implemented an overwritten mechanism in case we found a pair of words has higher semantic meaning than the WUP relatedness score.
Previous work [15] has shown that users are able to maintain continuity of conversations while simultaneously looking at three short phrases on a screen and while listening (not talking) to their conversation partner. Based on this, the system delivers at most three suggestions at a time, every two and a half minutes on average. Participants did not receive suggestions at the same time, and did not receive the same set of suggestions. Additionally, whenever a participant seemed to be distracted, bored or out of topics for the conversation, s/he also received suggestions.

In summary, the system consists of a recommendation algorithm to pre-compute topic suggestions, a database to store the suggestions, and an interface for the experimenter to deliver the suggestions to the Google Glass.

**Communication task**
Participants were asked to talk to their partners about anything they wanted except topics related the current study, such as the lab location or equipment. They were also asked to not tell their partners when they receive suggestions.

**Post conversation questionnaire**
A paper-and-pencil post-conversation questionnaire was presented right after each conversation session to measure participants’ experience during the session.

**Procedure**
Two participants were randomly paired up and invited to a lab experiment. The experimenter ensured that they did not know each other. Participants were asked to sit facing each other, wearing Google Glasses (Figure 2), and were instructed not to chat before the experiment started.

The experiment consisted of two conversation sessions, during only one of which they received topic suggestions. The second sessions represented what we intended to be conversations between strangers after the initial ice-breaking phase. Each conversation session lasted 15 minutes and was followed by the post conversation questionnaire. Participants wore the Glasses throughout the study. The entire experiment was video recorded. After the experiment, participants were thanked and rewarded.

**Measures**

**Participant’s personality**
In the personal information questionnaire, participants answered a 10-item Big-Five personality survey measuring extraversion, emotional stability, agreeableness, conscientiousness, and openness to new experience from Gosling et al. [6]. Following Gosling et al. [6] we average participants’ answers to get the measurement for each of these 5 personalities. For easy interpretation of the results, we reverse-coded the items measuring extraversion, and averaged these items to get the measurement for introversion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversation Quality</td>
<td>I enjoyed the conversation with my partner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The conversation was interesting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I was able to express my opinions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finding topics of mutual interest was easy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I want to talk with my partner again.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closeness to the partner</td>
<td>During the conversation, I connected with my partner easily.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The conversation I just had was intimate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy concern</td>
<td>I am concerned about my privacy (regarding the information the system collects about me).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of partner</td>
<td>I feel that know my partner as a person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestion usefulness</td>
<td>I think the suggestions were useful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liking of session</td>
<td>I like this conversation session.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Survey items to measure participants’ thoughts and feelings during conversations

Use of suggestions in each conversation session
During the conversation session in which suggestions were shown, the experimenter marked delivered suggestions that were used by participants in the conversation afterwards. We then calculated the percentage of suggestions that were adopted by the participants.

For pairs where suggestions were displayed during the first session, we counted any topics mentioned during the second session that are related to the suggestions showed during the first session. E.g., if we showed the word “eating” during the first session, and participant discussed different dining places and food during the second session, this was considered to be a valid use of a given suggestion.

Counts of silences
Following McLaughlin et al. [12] a silence in a conversation was defined to be a noticeable pause in the conversation, often after concluding an ongoing topic, accompanied by filler words such as ‘umm’ or ‘uh’, and usually followed by a new topic. The researchers listened to audio recordings of the conversations to count the silences.

Self-reported reactions towards the conversation sessions
The post conversation questionnaire consisted of 12 questions used to measure participants’ subjective thoughts and feelings towards the conversation. We asked 5 questions to measure general conversation quality [3], 3 questions measuring feelings of closeness towards the partner [3], 1 question on knowledge of the partner, 1 question about liking of the session, 1 question about perceived suggestion usefulness. As privacy concern is one of the main difficulties in implementing ubiquitous computing devices (Rhodes et al [20]), we ask 1 question about their privacy concern. All questions (Table 1) used a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly Agree).

**RESULTS**
We report the results in three main parts according to our three research questions. Table 3 provides a summary of our main findings.
RQ1: Perceived usefulness of the suggestions

First, to answer RQ1, we analyzed how useful the participants found the suggestions delivered to them. The mean rating of perceived usefulness of the suggestions was 4.68 (N = 76, SD = 1.52). A one sample t-test showed that this mean rating was significantly higher than the middle neutral point of 4 (t[75] = 3.91, p < .001), suggesting that participants found the suggestions to be somewhat useful.

Furthermore, the mean rating of perceived privacy concern regarding the information our system collected to generate the suggestions was 2.76 (N = 76, SD = 1.77). A one sample t-test showed that this mean rating was significantly smaller than the middle point of 4 (t[75] = -6.08, p < .001). So participants were not concerned about the information we collected from them for the study.

RQ2: Effects of suggestions on conversational experience

RQ2 asked how the participants’ conversation experience differed if they received suggestions and if they did not. To answer this question, we compared the self-reported reaction towards the conversation sessions where participants received suggestions, and conversation session where they did not. We also compared the number of silences that we counted during each session where pairs received suggestions, and where they did not. We conducted mixed-effect ANOVAs on the self-reported liking of the session, perceived conversation quality, closeness and connection with partner during the two sessions, with suggestion conditions, the session order, and the interaction of the two as the fixed factor, and pairs and participants nested in pairs as the random factor.

Liking of the session. We did not find any significant main effect of suggestions (F[1, 74] = .14, n.s.) or session order (F[1,36]=2.34, p=.23). We also did not find any significant interaction effect (F[1, 74]=2.22, p=.14).

Perceived conversation quality. We found no significant main effect of either suggestions (F[1, 74] =.26, n.s.) or session order (F[1, 36]=2.20, p=.14), but a significant interaction effect of session order and suggestion condition (F[1, 74] = 4.42, p=.03). This means that the effect of suggestions on perceived conversation quality in the first session was different from the second session.

Hence, we analyzed the data in the first session separately from the data in the second session. We conducted mixed effect linear regressions on the participants’ self-reported liking of the conversation during the first session. We included in these mixed-effect regressions the random effect of the pairs. The fixed effects are the suggestion condition (with or without suggestion), the participants’ personalities, and their interaction. There was no significant difference in conversation quality between those sessions with suggestions, and those without (F [1, 36] < 1, n.s.). With data from the second session, to account for the effects of the participants’ feelings during the first session, we added the fixed effects of perceived conversation quality, closeness, and knowledge of partners during the first session. Participants reported significantly higher conversation quality when they received suggestions (M = 6.12, SE = .08) than when they did not (M = 5.78, SE = .08, F [1, 35.96] = 6.76, p = .01) (Figure 3).

For only the second session, we also found a significant interaction effect of suggestion condition and participants’ introversion on the reported conversation quality (N= 76, β [with suggestion] = -.01, SE = .01, 95% CI [-.03, .009], F [1, 62.5] = 5.88, p = .01). We also found a negative main effect of introversion on the reported quality of conversation (β = -.08, SE = .04, 95% CI [-.15, -.002], F [1, 62.5] = 5.88, p = .01). Figure 4 shows the relationships between introversion and self-reported conversation quality in two conditions: when participants received suggestions, and when they did not during the second session. When participants did not receive suggestions during the second session, the more introverted the participants, the lower the reported conversation quality. When they received suggestions, however, the reverse relationship emerged: the more introverted the participants, the higher the reported conversation quality.

![Figure 3. Participants’ reported quality of conversation in two conditions, during the 1st and 2nd sessions.](image)

![Figure 4. Relationship between self-reported conversation quality and introversion in two conditions in the 2nd session.](image)
**Perceived closeness with partner.** We did not find any significant main effect of suggestions (F[1, 74]=1.24, p=.45) or session order (F[1, 36]=1.64, p=.21). But the interaction effect of suggestion and session order was significant (F [1, 74]=19.49, p<.001). This means suggestions had different effects on perceived closeness to partner in the first session and in the second session.

During the first session, there was no significant difference in perceived closeness for participants who received suggestions and for those who did not (F [1, 36] < 1, n.s.). However, during the second session, participants reported significantly higher closeness if they received suggestions (M = 4.76, SE = .15) than if they did not (M = 3.67, SE = .15, F [1, 37.86] = 23.72, p < .01) (Figure 5).

**Knowledge about partner.** We found a significant main effect of suggestion condition (F[1, 74]=16.85, p<.001), and a significant interaction effect of suggestion condition and session order (F [1, 74]= 29.75, p<.001). The main effect of feed order was not significant (F[1, 36]=1.23, p=.45). This also means that the effect of suggestions on self-reported knowledge about the partner differed from the first session to the second one.

During the first session, there was no significant effect of condition on the perceived knowledge about the partners (F [1, 36] = 2.82, p = .10). However, the effect of condition was significant during the second session (F [1, 37.5] = 21.98, p < .01). Participants reported knowing their partners more if they received suggestions (M = 6.11, SE = .16) than if they did not (M = 5.30, SE = .15) (Figure 6).

**Number of silences.** The number of silences for each pair in each 15-minute conversation session was negatively skewed and zero-inflated, with mean 1.053 (N=76, SD = 1.83, Min = 0, Median = 0, 90th percentile = 3, Max = 11).

We conducted a mixed-effect general linear regression for Poisson distributions on the number of silences counted for each pair during each session, with the suggestion condition as the fixed effect, and the pair as the random effect. For the first session, we found that there were significantly more silences if participants received suggestions (M = 2.10, SD = 2.78, Min = 0, Median = 1, 90th percentile = 5.10, Max = 11) than if they didn’t (M = .50, SD = .85, Min = 0, Median = 0, 90th percentile = 1.30, Max = 3, β [suggestion condition] = 1.28, SE = .53, 95% CI [.37, 1.75], z = 2.39, p = .01). For the second session, there was no difference in the number of silences between the suggestion condition and the no suggestion condition (z = 1.10, p = .28).

**RQ3: Suggestion usage and its influence on conversation experience**

**Participants' use of the suggestions during conversations**

For sessions during which participants received suggestions, how did they use these suggestions in their conversations? Each participant received an average of 15 suggestions during a 15-minute conversation session (SD = 6.34, Min = 6, Median = 15, 90th percentile = 24, Max = 31). On average, in sessions where suggestions were delivered, we found that participants used on average 3.46 suggestions, or 23% of the suggested topics (SD = .21, Min = 0, Median = .18, 90th percentile = .58, Max = .82). Half of the pairs received suggestions only in the first session. In these pairs, during the second session, participants reused on average 1.68 suggestions or 12% of the suggestions they got in the first session (SD = .14, Min = 0, Median = .07, 90th percentile = .33, Max = .50).

We compared the percentage of delivered suggestions that were adopted by participants afterwards during the first session (when two speakers are complete strangers) and the second conversation session (after they have gone through the initial icebreaking phase). We used a mixed effect general linear regression of Poisson distribution, with the session order (first or second) as the fixed effect, and the pair as the random effect. We conducted this analysis only on the data from sessions during which participants received suggestions (N = 76). We found that participants adopted a significantly higher (z = 2.50, p = .01) percentage of the suggestions in the first session (M = .21, SE = .16) than in the second session (M = .10, SE = .14).

**Effects of number of used suggestions on conversation experience**

We conducted a mixed-effect linear regression on the self-
Three main findings emerged from these comments. First, participants found the suggestions useful, and that the suggestions helped them find discussion topics when they ran out of subjects during the 2nd session. Second, participants found the equipment and the suggestions distracting at times. Third, many participants thought the suggestions were useful for introverts but not extroverts. We presented the findings and comments in Table 2.

**DISCUSSION**

**The effect of topics suggestions on conversations between strangers**

Although participants thought topic suggestions were helpful, their communication behaviors, self-reported conversation experience, and the comments they left present a more complex story. First, we found that participants adopted more suggestions during the first 15-minute conversation session when both participants knew little of each other than during the second session. As the suggestions provided topics both of them might be interested in, participants might have used the suggestions to support the process of developing mutual knowledge about each other, and laying the groundwork for further conversation contents, as suggested by Clark et al. [5]. The comments from the participants also illustrated how the suggestions “guided” them “to sub-conversations”, and helped them know each other better. In contrast, we found that during the first session, participants who received suggestions did not report a better experience than those who did not receive suggestions. Perhaps during the first session, participants were able to navigate the ice-breaking phase on their own with safe “setting topics” [22]. Suggestions might have created additional pressure and awkwardness over the natural pressure of a first meeting, as participants might feel compelled to use suggestions when they appeared. Additionally, as some of them commented, it felt awkward to lose eye contact and glance at the suggestions while trying to maintain a fluid conversation. This reflects the challenges when designing technologies to foster conversations, as mobile, wearable devices have been found to create disruptions in human interactions [24].

On the other hand, in the second session, participants who received suggestions reported a better experience than those who did not. After some time familiarizing with the partners, participants might have been able to use the suggestions more selectively to start interesting discussions with less awkwardness than the first session. Some participants commented that in the second sessions the suggestions helped them find new things to talk about when they ran out of topics. This finding is also consistent with the result that during the second session, the more suggestions participants used, the better the conversation qualities they reported. An alternative explanation for our finding may be that participants felt compelled to use the suggestions and thought the conversations to be better with suggestions because they knew they and their partners would receive suggestions. However, this alternative
The reverse relationship was true when there was an adverse effect on the conversational experience not during, but after the ice-breaking phase. This is consistent with the comments our participants provided. But as the introversion scale is the inverse of the extroversion scale, this result also suggests that the more introverted the participant, the lower the perceived conversation quality. Extroverts, who naturally enjoy interactions with others, are probably able (and may even prefer) to direct the conversation on their own [23]. They may find the suggestions distracting and bothersome as our participants commented.

In summary, our results contribute to the understanding of how conversational interventions such as providing topic suggestions influence the behaviors and experience of the speakers. Our study calls attention to not only the benefits of conversational interventions, but also the drawbacks of these techniques, and the various factors such as speakers’ personalities and interface design that influence the usability of these interventions.

**LIMITATIONS & FUTURE DIRECTIONS**

Our study is not without limitation. Our sample was limited to those who had LinkedIn profiles because we had to collect LinkedIn user data. The constraint about the topics they couldn’t discuss was somewhat unnatural for the first conversation, but was necessary to examine the effects of the suggestions.

For the next steps, we hope to develop a detailed coding scheme for the transcripts of the conversations and analyze the topics discussed when the pairs received suggestions, and when they did not. We also want to analyze the non-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Example comments from participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Suggestions were useful.                         | • It is good to have something to fall back on when other conversational gambits might fail. (P94, suggestions during the 2nd session)  
• I think the system did help introduce common interests, especially when we ran out of topics during the previous conversations. Overall, the second session was easier because of it. (P119, suggestions during the 2nd session) |
| Equipment and suggestions created distractions.  | • I think the suggestions were helpful, but maybe too 'invasive'? I felt like I needed to use them & changed topic more often than I wanted. (P55)  
• The suggestions need to take into account the current conversation & content. I found the suggestions were not related and using them would break the flow. (P96)  
• The biggest drawback to the google glass was that [my partner] was looking at the Glass sometimes instead of me, so it's feels more awkward. (P132)  
• While it was beneficial to have the [suggestions], it felt unnatural having to avert eye contact to look at them. (P106) |
| Introverts would benefit from suggestions, but not extroverts. | • For people more introverted, I think something like this could be very helpful. (P117)  
• In situations where two people feel shy, somewhat awkward or nervous, topics of mutual interest can encourage fluid dialogue and a more natural conversation. (P80)  
• The glass could be helpful for people who are not social. But for social people, glasses are distracting and bothersome. (P102)  
• I prefer without suggestions as I am relatively outgoing, but I can see how they would be helpful for people who have difficulties the first time they meet someone. (P105) |

Table 2: Summary of comments from participants
verbal behaviors of the participants from the video recordings of the conversations. In future studies, we would like to conduct the study in more natural settings such as at coffee shops, parties or conferences, and where participants may not be aware that their partners receive suggestions. We also wonder if topic suggestions in the form of images instead of text, similar to IdeaExpander [26], could help improve participants’ experience and how. Lastly, the current system delivered the best suggestions first. We did not test how such order of delivery influenced the conversations. Thus, it may be interesting to explore the optimal order of suggestions.

**DESIGN IMPLICATIONS**

First, our results demonstrate the benefits of a system that provides personalized suggestions during conversations between strangers. Such systems can make use of personal details about each person that can be collected easily from simple pre-questionnaires, or from public profiles on social network sites such as LinkedIn, and apply well-known techniques from recommender systems. These systems may be useful, especially for people who are shy and reserved, to make friends in informal contexts, such as at academic conferences, social events, or after moving to a new place.

However, our results also show that topic suggestions were only beneficial when shown at the right moment, and could even backfire by creating distractions and disruptions in the current conversational flow. Thus, a topic suggestion system should also be able to closely monitor the ongoing conversation to detect when to intervene (e.g. when both speakers run out of things to discuss and silences emerge). Previous studies ([14]) show that it is possible to detect speakers’ engagement in conversations based on the conversational content. There have been several systems that monitor the emotions and behaviors of speakers in a conversation ([29, 2]). The topic suggestion mechanism can be integrated with these systems to support more rewarding interaction between strangers. Speakers could even train the system to recognize their conversation style by turning on or off suggestions as they please.

Although our participants found the topic suggestions useful, they disliked that these suggestions were not in sync with the ongoing content of the conversations, resulting in distractions. To reduce the invasiveness, and increase the benefits of suggestions, systems should propose topics to speakers related to the current flow the conversation. Dynamic suggestions, intelligently adapted to ongoing the conversational content, may even spark new ideas for speakers and broaden their conversation [26]. Moreover, systems should display suggestions according to the quality of the conversation. If the conversation is flowing without suggestion, there is no need for intervention.

Our results also cautioned about the different, even opposite, effects of suggestions on different types of speakers’ personalities. Extroverts felt the suggestions were bothersome and distracting, while introverts were more receptive towards them and found them useful. So topic suggestion systems should learn the speakers’ personalities to decide whether and when to deliver suggestions. Another possibility is to allow users to disable the topic suggestions if they want. Our study calls attention to the important role of collocutors’ personalities in the design and use conversation interventions.

Lastly, wearable technologies enable people to receive multiple channels of information during a conversation in an unobtrusive manner. However, we found that some participants felt uncomfortable diverting their eyes to look at the device, or seeing their partners looking at the device instead of them. We wonder if other wearable technologies that are less invasive to one-on-one conversation, such as smart contact lens [16], could help ease the uncomfortable feelings and improve the conversation experience.
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